Coupling between transport kinetics of chemical participants and mechanical stress is a universal phenomenon in numerous chemo-physical processes. In this Letter, we present a set of in-situ transmission electron microscopy studies along with atomistically informed continuum mechanics modeling to evidence the strong coupling between lithiation kinetics and stress generation and failure of silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) electrodes. On the one hand, we show that anisotropic lithiation in crystalline Si (c-Si) leads to anisotropic swelling and surface fracture, in contrast to isotropic lithiation, isotropic swelling, and tough behavior in c-Ge and amorphous Si (a-Si). On the other, we demonstrate that lithiation self-generated stress leads to lithiation retardation and externally applied bending breaking the lithiation symmetry in c-Ge nanowires. Our studies shed lights on the design of durable high-performance lithium ion batteries.
Herein we present a set of in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies corroborated with atomistically informed continuum mechanics modeling on single nanoparticle or single nanowire level to elucidate the coupling between the lithiation kinetics and stress generation and failure of Si and Ge. The in-situ TEM study is enabled by the electrochemical platform with a halfcell nanobattery as the key component. The nanobattery consists of single nanowires or single nanoparticles as the working electrode, lithium (Li) metal as the counter electrode, and the natively grown lithium oxide (Li 2 O) on the Li metal surface as the solid electrolyte [9, 10] . The nanobattery can be cyclically lithiated and delithiated inside a TEM, which allows real-time imaging of phase transformation, morphological change, and fracture of the nanosale electrodes [6, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The continuum mechanics model couples Li transport kinetics with large elasto-plasticity to account for the lithiation-induced volumetric change and stress [17, 18] . In particular, Li insertion induces chemical strain permission from ref. [16] . © 2013, American Chemical Society) and a-SiNP (Adapted with permission from ref. [29] . © 2013, American Chemical Society). that adds to the elasto-plastic strain in the general finitedeformation kinematics [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In turn, the local stress state alters the chemical potential of Li, and hence its transport kinetics [23, 24] . Lithiation involves two concurrent processes in series: reaction at the reaction front and Li diffusion behind it [14] . Despite the difference in the physical processes of interfacial reaction and bulk diffusion, we here simulate the two concurrent processes, i.e., reaction and diffusion, in a unified manner by treating the interfacial reaction as non-linear diffusion across a diffuse interfacial domain for numerical convenience [17, 18, 22] . To incorporate the stress effect on Li transport, both the reaction rate at the reaction front and the Li diffusivity in the lithiated region are set to be stress dependent, e.g.,
where is the activation volume of Li diffusion, k B T is the thermal energy, and σ h is the hydrostatic stress [25] [26] [27] [28] .
The Li diffusivity in the stress-free condition D sf is generally set to be a function of Li concentration c. An appropriately chosen function form of D sf (c) can capture the non-linear diffusion and define a sharp or diffusive interface between the lithiated and unlithiated regions [13, 17, 18, 22] . From the stress-dependent exponential term, tensile stress enhances reaction and diffusion, while compressive stress suppresses them.
Lithiation kinetics modulates stress generation and fracture. Previous studies revealed several features in lithiation shared by crystalline Si (c-Si) and Ge (c-Ge). Owing to the much higher surface diffusivity than the bulk in Si and Ge, Li quickly covers the surface of the nanostructures, and then flows inward, forming a core-shell structure with lithiated amorphous outer shell and unlithiated crystalline inner core [13, 15, 16, 28, 30] . As lithiation proceeds, the shell thickens and the core shrinks. The amorphous-crystalline interface (ACI) separating the shell and the core was revealed to be atomically sharp [14, 16, 29, 30] , with a width of only ∼1 nm [14, 31, 32] . Across the interface, the Li concentration drops abruptly from Li 3.75 M (M = Si or Ge) to c-M. The amorphous region undergoes very large volume increase (∼300% for c-Si [13] and ∼260% for c-Ge [16, 28] ) due to Li insertion. Large incompatible strain and stress are generated at the reaction front, i.e., the ACI. Owing to the constraint of the stiff unlithiated crystalline core, newly lithiated product (Li 3.75 M) during lithiation is pushed outward in the direction normal to the reaction front. The pushing-out effect generates large hoop tension (σ θ ) in the amorphous outer shell that may lead to initiation of fracture [16, 18] . For amorphous Si (a-Si), lithiation proceeds in a two-step manner: a-Si first undergoes a phase transition to a-Li 2.5 Si, followed by a second-step lithiation to a-Li 3.75 Si. Despite this difference, lithiation of a-Si also features the core-shell structure and the sharp interface in the first step [29, 33] .
A key distinction in the lithiation of c-Si, a-Si, and c-Ge is that lithiation proceeds isotropically in c-Ge and a-Si [16, 29, 30, 33] , but anisotropically in c-Si [13, 34, 35] . As shown in Figs. 1(a1-a3) , the partially lithiated c-Si nanoparticle (c-SiNP) exhibited a hexagonal profile in the projected plane, both for the outer surface and the ACI, suggesting lithiation anisotropy. The surviving facets constituting the inner surface (the ACI) are likely {110} surfaces as the lithiation rate along ⟨110⟩ direction is much higher than any other directions. In contrast, lithiation of c-GeNP (Figs. 1(b1-b3) ) and a-SiNP (Figs. 1(c1-c3) ) causes uniform expansion along all the directions, manifested by nearly unchanged shapes of the nanoparticles during lithiation, demonstrating lithiation isotropy.
The difference in the lithiation kinetics results in apparent differences in the stress generation and fracture behavior. For anisotropic lithiation in c-Si, since the {110} facets are lithiated much faster, much stronger pushingout effect is generated along the ⟨110⟩ directions than any other directions, leading to large non-uniform hoop tension at the outer lithiated shell. In particular, hoop tension (σ θ ) at the angular sites between two adjacent {110} facets is significantly intensified (Figs. 1(d1-d2) ) in a ⟨111⟩-oriented crystalline silicon nanowire (c-SiNW), as large incompatible strain is developed as a result of the anisotropic pushing-out effect. These angular sites are identified as the spots of the onset of fracture, consistent with the TEM observation shown in Fig. 1(a3) . While for isotropic lithiation of c-GeNW and a-SiNW, the uniform pushing-out effect results in isotropic lithiation morphologies ( Figs. 1(e1-e2) for c-GeNW and Figs. 1(f1-f2) for a-SiNW). The resulting hoop tension in the outer shell is also uniform. The lack of stress-intensified sites on the outer shell inhibits the initiation of fracture in lithiated c-GeNW and a-SiNW. Our previous in-situ TEM studies showed that c-GeNPs remain tough upon cyclic lithiation and delithiation [16] . In simulating the two-step lithiation in a-Si, we first partially lithiate the nanowire to a-Li 2.5 Si, and then to a-Li 3.75 Si. The first-step lithiation results in a sharp interface, while the second a diffuse interface. Figs. 1(f1-f2) plot the Li concentration and stress distribution at the state when the two reaction fronts coincide, which represents the most critical condition but experimentally may not be realistic. The stress profile clearly shows that the two-step lithiation alleviates the abruptness of the interface and hence the incompatible stress at the interface. The pushing-out effect is also weaker, and hence reduced hoop tension in the outer shell, as compared to the lithiation generated stress in the c-GeNW (Figs. 1(e1-e2) ). This explains the tough behavior of micron-sized a-Si during lithiation in previous studies [29, 36] .
Mechanical stress mediates lithiation kinetics. Li insertion generates compressive stress both at and closely behind the reaction front in the electrodes [18] . The compressive stress suppresses Li reaction at the reaction front as well as Li diffusion behind it, thus slowing down further lithiation. Such stress-induced lithiation retardation has been demonstrated by recent in-situ TEM studies: the migration of the lithiation reaction front in both Si and Ge slowed down considerably as lithiation proceeded [26, 28, 37] . The lithiation-induced compressive stress in Si could be high enough to completely override the electrochemical driving forces on reaction and diffusion, leading to the stagnation of lithiation. Thus, lithiation-induced stresses play an important role in the kinetics of Li insertion and extraction in electrodes, which will subsequently affect the charging and discharging rates.
Lithiation anisotropy influences the distribution and level of stress near the ACI, which in turn mediates the lithiation rate. Fig. 2 shows the simulated time evolution of the lithiation depth in the cross sections of an a-SiNW and ⟨110⟩-and ⟨111⟩-oriented c-SiNWs. The lithiation depth is measured in the lithiated configuration and normalized by the thickness of the fully lithiated SiNWs. For c-SiNWs the fully lithiated thickness is measured in the {110} direction, while for the a-SiNW in an arbitrary radial direction, as marked by the colored arrows in the deformed cross sections of the SiNWs in Fig. 2 . The lithiation times for all the cases are normalized by that required for fully lithiating the ⟨110⟩-oriented c-SiNW. The slopes of these curves indicate the lithiation rates. At the early stage of lithiation, the lithiation depths of all SiNWs evolve nearly at the same high rate, corresponding to the fast surface lithiation of the nanowires. With the inward movement of the reaction front in the radial direction, lithiation-induced hydrostatic compression retards further lithiation. As lithiation progresses the compressive stress at and near the ACI also increases, leading to an increasingly pronounced retardation effect. Our simulations clearly show that with increasing lithiation anisotropy (a-SiNW < ⟨111⟩ c-SiNW < ⟨110⟩ c-SiNW [17] ) the retardation effect is increasingly pronounced.
Similar to the lithiation self-generated stress, externally applied load may also mediate lithiation kinetics [28] . In particular, bending of a nanowire can generate asymmetric stress profile, and could potentially bias the lithiation rate. We characterized in situ the lithiation kinetics of c-GeNWs under bending and compared to a free-standing c-GeNW. Figs. 3(a1-a3) show the lithiation kinetics of a c-GeNW under bending. The c-GeNW was pushed sideways to the left, creating a bending force in the nanowire. At the highly bent region, the nanowire underwent tension on the left side and compression on the right. Correspondingly, lithiation proceeded markedly faster on the tensile side than the compressive side, breaking lithiation symmetry in free-standing nanowires. Figs. 3(b1-b3) and (c1-c3) plot the longitudinal cross-sectional view of the Li concentration profiles and stress distributions at three different lithiation snapshots simulated by the continuum model, respectively. Both agree with the in-situ TEM imaging. Fig. 3(d) plots the time-dependent thickness of the lithiation shell for a bent GeNW and a free-standing GeNW. The thickness is normalized by the diameter of the corresponding pristine GeNWs. For the free-standing GeNW, lithiation slowed down as lithiation proceeded, exhibiting self-regulated lithiation retardation, similar to the SiNWs shown in Fig. 2 . For the bent GeNW, we chose two representative cross-sections in the axial direction, one located at the highly curved point, and the other at the straight portion of the GeNW. In order to capture the symmetry breaking at the curved segment, we plot the lithiated thicknesses of the tensile and compressive sides separately. From all the three curves associated with the bent GeNW, lithiation started with a very high rate, and slowed down gradually. The initial lithiation rate for the tensile side of the cross-section of the bent point is the highest, manifested by the steepest slope of the curve. The data points for the straight point (bending-free) completely fell between those for the tensile and compressive sides, indicating an intermediate stress state of this cross-section. We note that the curve for the straight point is closer to that for the compressive side of the curved cross-section, indicating an asymmetric dependence of the lithiation rate on the compression and tension. Furthermore, after a fast lithiation regime, the lithiation kinetics curves for all the three cross-sections become flat, indicating that lithiation came to a nearly complete stop.
Correspondingly, very high compressive stress must be generated in all the cross sections. By comparison, lithiation retardation in the bent GeNW is apparently stronger than that of the free-standing GeNW since the pushing force also generated considerable axial compression in the bent GeNW.
In conclusion, the in-situ TEM experiments and modeling results provided here demonstrate the strong coupling between lithiation kinetics and the degradation of Si and Ge-based electrodes. Our understanding of the coupling effect may shed light on the design of durable high-capacity electrodes, by either electrochemically controlling the lithiation kinetics or mechanically manipulating the stress generation.
